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II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

A. Overview and Signi icance

A.1.  Speci ic aims

1. Determine quantitatively the kinetics of decomposition, lifetimes and thermochemical values for gas 
ions of explosives in air at ambient pressure from 50 to 200°C.

2. Explore the pathways for decomposition and discover relationships between the features of molec-
ular structure and products of decomposition.

3. Establish an improved understanding of the performance of existing trace explosive detectors 
(ETDs) and establish foundations for innovation with a next generation ETD.

4. Form a irst-ever library of thermochemical parameters of gas ions of explosives in air at ambient 
pressure as a start to illing a void in the knowledge of explosives.

A.2.  Research challenges

1. The ionization chemistry of explosives is more complex than substances evaluated previously by 
NMSU’s kinetic methods.  New methods and technologies are needed to study explosive ion chem-
istry.

2. Impurities in explosives and chemistry are unfavorable for simple kinetic technology and the con-
cept of a kinetic ion mobility spectrometer (IMS) was upgraded with an advanced inlet to pre-frac-
tionate impurities from the authentic explosives.

3. Prior laws in the kinetic IMS with thermal gradients needed to be removed.
4. An instrument with dual shutter operation was needed to isolate speci ic ion swarms from neutral 

sample vapors and other ion swarms for accurate measurements.
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None of these challenges had been considered or solved for explosives before the attention and efforts of this 
research program.

A.3.  Background

Explosive trace detectors (ETDs) based on ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) are found in airports worldwide 
with over ~30,000 instruments used to detect residues of explosive particles on hand bags or luggage (1,2).  
These particles are collected by sampling surfaces of purses, laptop computers and other items and are va-
porized for gas phase analysis in a drift tube [3, 4].  The measurements using mobility drift tubes can be 
categorized into two related yet distinctive steps: 

1. The formation of gas ions through ion-molecule reactions in puri ied air at ambient pressure in an 
ion source or reaction region; and 

2. The characterization of ions derived from explosives using mobility measurements in drift regions 
at low electric ields (<1 to 5 Td).

Historically, current ETDs were designed to detect conventional explosives (TNT, RDX, PETN) and arose in 
response to devastating attacks in the 1970s and 1980s; notably on Boeing 747s, such as Air India Flight 
183 in 1986 and Pan Am Flight 103 in 1988.  Design features and operating parameters for current ETDs 
were made for these substances principally.  The pressure to place technology into operation meant that 
key understandings were undetermined before deployment and not considered subsequently as the ETDs 
seemed to function well-enough.  An expansion of the list of explosive threat materials and the lack of coher-
ent understanding of ion chemistry and behavior and their sometimes anomalous behaviors motivated these 
studies.  The long term goal has been to measure new properties of explosives, ion lifetime and kinetics of 
decomposition and to anticipate a next generation of ETDs based on these discoveries.
Response in ETD arises in the ion source or reaction region through gas phase chemical reactions, which can 
be described as displacement reactions, where a small polar adduct(s) is replaced on an ion cluster with the 
analyte neutrals “M” as shown in Equation 1:

M + (H2O)nO2
‒ ---------> M(H2O)n-1O2

‒ + H2O (1)
Analyte reactant ion product ion

These reactions have low or no activation barriers and all collisions between M and (H2O)nO2
‒ are favorable.  

The ion source and entire drift tube in ETDs are commonly elevated to 120 to 160°C to prevent condensation 
of explosives following vaporization in the thermal desorption inlet.  Although the adduct ion M(H2O)n-1O2

‒ is 
at thermal energy, fragmentation is thought negligible.

B.   State-of-the-Art and Technical Approach 

In this research project, we developed completely new methods and procedures to provide lifetimes, kinetic 
values and thermochemical parameters for gas ions of explosives without complications from impurities of 
the explosive samples.  The kinetic IMS instrument, created for this project, was built to provide variations of 
temperature of 2°C or less, equivalent to a maximum error of ~0.1 kJ/mole.  Additionally, the drift tube was 
a dual shutter or tandem mobility design, where particular ion swarms could be isolated for further studies 
of thermal decomposition.  Neutrals from samples were excluded from the measurement, providing heats of 
reactions with overall variation of 1 to 2 kJ/mole.  Computational values for the reactions were within 5% 
difference, mostly.  There is no comparable work described or in progress today, inside or outside of ALERT.  
These were unique methods, instruments and measurements.
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B.1.  Mobility characterization of gas ions and decomposition of ions

Ions derived from explosives are evaluated in ETDs through principles of IMS in which ions are separated and 
characterized for ion size and shape, which is found in the speed of ion swarms through an electric ield of 
ixed length.  Precise treatment of mobility of large organic ions in polar gases is underdeveloped and most 

employ mobility formulas developed in the mid-1960s [5, 6] for small ions in inert gases.  The bene it of IMS, 
practically, is seen in simplicity of technology, convenience of operation in air at ambient pressure and speed 
of measurements.  Additionally, the demand on resolving power of the drift tube is low for ions with single 
charge (Eq. 1), as individual species or in simple mixtures.
A central premise for early IMS investigators and the developers of the irst generation of ETDs, which are 
still in service, is that ions formed in the ion source persist throughout the mobility measurement; that is, 
the drift region is an inert or passive component in the generation of a mobility measurement or spectrum.  
In the late 1980s, evidence was given that gas ions formed in the ion source were not stable on the timescale 
of the mobility measurement and that ions, once injected into the drift region, underwent dissociation and 
fragmentation reactions [7].  These were seen in distortions of mobility spectra between 100 and 150°C 
for product ions of butyl acetates in positive polarity, where the chemistry of ionization is based on proton 
chemistry shown in Equation 2:

M + (H2O)nH+ ---------> M(H2O)n-1H+ + H2O (2)
analyte reactant ion protonated monomer

If concentrations of analyte vapors increase, the protonated monomer can be reacted to a proton bound 
dimer (M2(H2O)n-1H+) in a second displacement step. Findings with proton bound dimers of butyl acetates 
demonstrated that ion lifetimes are temperature dependent and only 1 to 5 ms in duration and that ions 
considered thermalized were unstable and proceeded through dissociation and then fragmentation shown 
in Equation 3:

M2(H2O)nH+ ----------> M(H2O)nH+ ----------> 57 Da, 61 Da (3)
Proton bound 

dimer
protonated 
monomer

fragment ions

The fragments were formed in the drift region after the proton bound dimer had been injected through the 
ion shutter for mobility analysis.  The masses were proposed as a protonated alkene (57 Da) and acetic acid 
(61 Da).  In the next two decades, methods and technology were developed to determine the kinetics of ion 
decompositions in air at ambient pressure and principle dissociation of proton bound dimers of amines, 
phosphate esters and ketones [8, 9].  These were less complicated than that seen in Eq. 3 and involved only a 
simple dissociation such as Equation 4:

M2(H2O)nH+ ----------> M(H2O)nH+ + M (4)
Proton bound dimer protonated mono-

mer
neutral

Since mobility measurements often occur in the range of 5 to 10 ms, the discovery that ions are unstable in a 
drift tube on the time scale holds a level of importance for con idence of detection which is dif icult to overes-
timate.  Indeed the entire response to a chemical in ETD can be summarized as (generally valid for response 
to all chemicals in mobility analyzers):

1. All substances introduced into an ion source will undergo favorable association with reactant ions 
and, through collisions, form adduct ions, irst as intermediate.  These intermediate species (not 
shown in Equations 1 and 2) are energetically excited (i.e., [M(H2O)nH+]*) and can be stabilized by 
the loss of a water, that is a net displacement reaction.  

2. The formation of the intermediate species is easily reversed and dissociated to reactants, that is, the 
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neutral analyte molecule and the reactant ion.  This will occur principally for substances which have 
low energies of associations (weak dipoles or polarizability).  Ions undergo a collision roughly every 
100 ps at thermal energies and if the heat of association is insuf icient compared to heat available in 
the gas environment, the ion will dissociate.

3. A product ion, once formed in the source region, is present in a reactive, vapor rich environment for 
a relatively brief period in a conventional ETD; perhaps 2 ms in the ion source region.  Additional 
time of mixing of gas ions and sample neutrals may occur in reaction regions of ETDs, which have 
designs speci ic to a model and comments on reaction times cannot be generalized with speci icity.  
Certainly within 5 to 7 ms, the ion is extracted from the ion source and reaction region and injected 
into the drift region, where efforts are made to maintain a puri ied gas environment free of neutrals 
from samples or impurities.  Ion dissociations can occur throughout the ion source and reaction 
region. 

4. Once an ion is a puri ied gas at ambient pressure of the drift region, even if the gas atmosphere 
contains modi iers such as methylene chloride, forward reactions (Eq. 1) are impossible and only 
decomposition reactions can occur.  Thus, the most signi icant question in understanding response 
in ETDs is: Will an ion have a lifetime greater than the time of drift?
If the answer to this question is yes, the spectrum will appear as a well-described mobility spectrum 
with mostly Gaussian peaks, with widths governed largely by the injection method/width (common-
ly 0.8 ms at FWHM for a drift region of 6 to 8 cm, E of 300 to 400 V/cm and ion shutter pulse width 
of 200 μs).
If the answer to this is no, distortions in the baseline will be seen along with fragment ions or ions 
from dissociations; additionally, the molecular ion such as M(H2O)n-1H+ may not be observed in the 
spectrum.

5. The question in point 4 (above) is broadly applicable to the entire measurement with an ETD and 
the time in the ion source/reaction region can be added and the question modi ied: Will an ion have 
a lifetime suf icient for a mobility measurement?
Ions with lifetimes below a few seconds will be incorrectly said to be unreactive since the mobility 
spectrum may show only the reactant ion peak.  Use of the word “unreactive” is a misnomer since all 
ion neutral interactions are favorable; rather the best understanding is that the ion is unstable under 
the experimental conditions.  If the ion decomposes to fragment in the ion source or reaction region, 
these will be seen in the mobility spectrum on a lat baseline.

B.2.  Findings and signi icance

A kinetic IMS was developed that allowed the measurement of authentic substances without interferences 
from impurities and also permitted the evaluation of speci ic ion swarms extracted from mobility separa-
tions using dual ion shutter methods.  The importance of this is shown in Figure 1, on the next page, where 
a mobility spectrum for nitroglycerin (top frame) is comprised of several adducts ions and there are other 
ions, possibly dissociation products or ions residual from the ion source.  In the top spectrum, obtained with 
a single stage drift tube and a single ion shutter, there is no clarity on the chemistry nor capability to provide 
an interpretation of the measurement.  In the middle and lower frames, obtained with a tandem drift tube 
and dual ion shutters to extract only one peak by mobility, the indings demonstrated that NGNO3

‒ has ion 
lifetimes greater than ion drift and there is no suggestion of decomposition at this temperature.
In contrast, the NGCl‒ gas has a lifetime close enough and below that of ion residence in the drift tube and 
dissociation to NO3

‒, not to Cl‒, occurs.  This, then, is not a simple dissociation of the parent ion, and instead is 
a displacement reaction.  This was seen for several substances shown in Table 1 on the next page.
Other substances did undergo simple dissociations such as seen with DMNB in Figure 2 on the following 
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page, where the adduct product ion produces Cl-.  Results from two of these substances are shown in Tables 
2 and 3 on the next page.  Results from computational modeling showed agreement within 11% error (differ-
ence) for all and within 5% error for most.

Figure 1: Mobility spectra for nitroglycerin (NG) with a single stage IMS drift tube (top plot) and the dual shutter tan-

dem IMS kinetic drift tube, where specifi c ion peaks can be isolated by mobility and individually characterized.  In 

this instance, the ion is undergoing decomposition through a displacement reaction with the release of NO
3

- from the 

adduct MCl-.

Table 1: Results from kinetic IMS studies of ion of explosives. Temperature range (T), Pre-exponential factor (A), Experi-

mental standard enthalpy change (ΔHo

(a)
), Calculated standard enthalpy change (ΔHo

(b)
) and Pre-exponential factor (A) 

for the thermal decomposition of each adduct ion.
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Figure 2: Mobility spectrum from kinetic IMS characterization of DMNB-Cl-.

Table 2: Thermochemical parameters for ions decomposing through simple dissociation reactions. See legend for Table 

1.  Heats of reactions (ΔHo) from experimental values (left column) and from computational methods (right column).

Table 3: Heats of reactions (ΔHo) from experimental values (left column) and from computational methods (right col-

umn).
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Possibly the most signi icant, practical value of this research in the near term is a clari ication of the relative 
stability of gas ions of explosives over a temperature range which impacts performance of existing ETDs. 
In Figure 3, a summary is given of explosives that decompose through simple dissociation and through ni-
trate displacement by chloride.  The igure can be interpreted:

1. On the left edge of each bar and at temperature below this, ions for a given explosive are stable and 
have lifetimes greater than ion residence in a mobility spectrum; this will produce clean sharp ion 
peaks in mobility spectra.

2. On the right edge of each bar and at temperatures above this, the ion derived from this substance 
will be unstable and likely only products of decomposition will be seen in the mobility spectrum.  
The ions of decomposition may be Cl- or NO3

-; nonetheless, decomposition will likely have occurred 
in the ion source and the spectrum will show peaks that are clean and sharp.  The misinterpretation 
may be that a reaction did not occur when a product ion was formed and decomposed rapidly at 
these temperature.

3. Ions at a temperature within the band of color have lifetimes that are in the same magnitude as that 
of ion residence in the drift region.  Thus, ions will enter the drift region as MCl- and yet will exhibit 
spectra such as seen in Figure 1 (top and middle frames) and Figure 2.

The implications of Figure 3 should inform thinking in new designs of IMS drift tubes for future ETDs.  For 
example, a list of design consideration from these studies might include the following:

1. Once an ion is formed from an explosive, is there any bene it for a hot drift region?
2. Residence time can be controlled by electric ield and length.  Should new operating parameters al-

low ield switching to change residence times?  Should drift tubes have multiple regions for lexible 
selection of unstable ions?

3. Operation at pressures slightly sub-ambient may alter kinetics of ion decomposition affecting per-
formance and reliability for little cost in engineering or operation.

Figure 3: Plot of ions and stability in air at ambient pressure over a range of temperatures.  The width of the line is an 

accurate measure of the range of temperatures where the ion goes from stable (at left) to unstable (at right).  This plot 

demonstrates that a drift tube operated at a single temperature and an ETD will produce a range of responses for ions 

of explosives, from stable to unstable.
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This is not an exhaustive list of questions that can be asked from these indings yet provides examples of how 
the results richly in luence design options in ETDs.

B.3.  Summary

The performance of ETDs and understandings of their response toward common explosives, and those 
emerging as non-conventional or improvised explosives, have rested for three decades on simple assump-
tions (spoken or unspoken).  During this same period, processes inside ETDs and all mobility spectrometers 
have been clari ied and ion lifetimes and kinetics of decomposition are central to any re ined description of 
performance and are necessary to any new design concepts in next generations of ETDs.  Unfortunately, there 
are no databases on ion kinetics or thermochemical parameters for ions of explosives in air at ambient pres-
sure (or other regimes of pressure).  Studies of decomposition kinetics exist for explosive materials, not for 
gas ions of explosives.  Indeed, the methods and measurements described in this research are unprecedented.
More than 20 explosives have been characterized for chemical behavior as gas ions in air at ambient pres-
sure and thermochemical values have been obtained for eight of these explosives.  The remaining are now 
understood in behavior and can be evaluated using concepts discovered in this project.  Thus, our work has 
established a database of explosives which is without precedent and indings from our investigations can 
inform future investigations for another eleven explosives.
The most signi icant part of this work is that we have shown systematically, with accuracy and precision, 
the in luence of temperature on stability of ions.  The indings show that a single temperature, as found in a 
contemporary ETD, will lead to several behaviors, including stable ion motion and thermal decomposition.

C.  Major Contributions

In the past year, the efforts of ive years reached maturity with a comprehensive summary of experimental 
investigations of 20 explosives and a third manuscript, a thorough investigation into the decomposition of 
ions from several nitrate and nitrite explosives.
Prior years were devoted to re ining the method and technology and describing capabilities.

D.  Milestones

There are four categories of explosives or explosives-related materials which have been laboriously identi-
ied or classi ied through experimentation.  No explosives in any of these four categories has been evaluated 

and should be.
Additionally, no improvised explosives have been studied and some present known dif iculties in detection 
by IMS.  These too should be explored to bring the project to a full standing as a complete work of research 
and discovery.

E.  Future Plans

In the next year, we wish to:
1. Undertake studies with our new LC ESI kinetic IMS for substances such as PETN, which are thermal-

ly labile and are not suitable to our GC kinetic IMS.
2. Extend the studies into improvised explosives such as TATP with the GC kinetic IMS.
3. Rebuild the kinetic IMS to reach 250°C to measure the “too” stable explosives.
4. Place a kinetic IMS in a cold bath to measure the “too” unstable explosives.
5. Explore ion stability of interferences that are commonly encountered.
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Points 1 to 3 are already, in principle, at a mature level or near completion.  Point 4 will require new instru-
ment building and Point 5 will require the con idence of DHS personnel.

III. EDUCATION AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY

A. Student Internship, Job or Research Opportunities

One PhD graduate, Dr. Rajapakse is currently completing two manuscripts from his PhD work while remain-
ing at NMSU as a postdoctoral fellow on an industrially sponsored explosives detection project.

B. Other outcomes that relate to educational improvement or workforce development

3 undergraduate staf ing for academic years. One of the students has been accepted into graduate studies, 
an MS program.  Two other students are remaining in the research team for additional semesters or years.

IV. RELEVANCE AND TRANSITION

A. Relevance of Research to the DHS Enterprise

The challenge of our project has been to provide a comprehensive understanding of the foundations of re-
sponse in ETDs and establish this new knowledge for a next generation ETD users and commercialization 
partners.  Our metric has been the achievement of building the database of thermochemical parameters for 
explosives and explosives-related materials for use by the DHS security enterprise.

B. Potential for Transition

We can envision new designs of ETD, which are driven by our understandings (particularly in Fig. 3).  The 
indings should be included in thinking and plans for next generation ETDs.

C. Data and/or IP Acquisition Strategy

We are planning some exploratory studies on drift tube concepts that follow from these discoveries.  Details 
of these are still regarded as team sensitive.

D. Transition Pathway 

We are funded to explore some concepts associated with these discoveries.  The funding does not allow fur-
ther thermochemical measurement yet does allow development of the ideas suitable for a commercialization 
partner (Morpho Detection LLC).  Thus, at least one pathway has started.  There may be other pathways and 
other thoughts that low from these discoveries and the team is open to exploring those as time and strength 
are materialized.

E. Commercialization Partner Connection

Dr. Stefan Lukow, Morpho Detection LLC, Andover MA.
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V. PROJECT DOCUMENTATION 

A. Peer Reviewed Journal Articles 

1. R.M.M.Y. Rajapaksea, G.A. Eiceman, J.A. Stone, An experimental and theoretical study of the thermal 
decomposition of the ethylene glycol di-nitrate chloride adduct ion, International Journal of Mass 
Spectrometry, 2014, 371, 28–35

Pending-

1. R.M Rajapaske, J.A. Stone, P.E. Fowler, G.A. Eiceman, The Formation Enthalpies of Chloride Adducts of 
Nitrate and Nitrite Explosives by Ion Mobility Spectrometry, J. Phys. Chem. 2015, submitted.

B. Other Conference Proceedings

1. R.M Rajapaske, J.A. Stone, G.A. Eiceman, The gas phase kinetics for the thermal decompositions of 
the chloride adducts of explosive ions by ion mobility spectrometry, 23nd International Conference 
for Ion Mobility Spectrometry July 25-31 2014, Asheville, NC.

2. G.A. Eiceman, Stability of Gas Ions of Explosives from Kinetic Ion Mobility Spectrometry Studies: 
Understanding Spectral Response, Trace Explosives Workshop, Pittsburgh, PA, May 2015.

C. Student theses or dissertations produced from this project

1. R.M Rajapaske, An experimental and theoretical study of the thermal decomposition of chloride ad-
ducts of the nitro- and nitrate- containing explosives in an ion mobility spectrometer, 30th March 
2015, PhD, Chemistry. 
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